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ABSTRACT 

The miniaturization of electronic and ionic devices with thermionic cathodes 
and thc improvement of their vacuum properties are questions of very great interest 
to the electronic engineer. However there have bcen no proposals so far to analyse 
the problem of miniaturization of such devices In a fundamental way. The present 
work suggests a choice of the geometrical shape of the cathode, the anode and the 
envelope of the device, that may help towards such a fundamcnlal approach. 

It is shown that a design, in which the cathode and the envelope of the tube are 
made of thm prismatic shape and the anode coincides with the cnvclope, offers a 
slriknrg advantage over the conventional cylindrical design, in respect of over-all 
size. The use of the prismatic shape will lead to considerable economy in msterials 
and may facilitate simpler prodoct~on techn~ques. I n  respect of the miin criteria of 
vacuum, namely the grade of vacuum, the internal volume occupied by residual 
gases, the evolution of gases in the internal space and the diffusion of gases from 
outside into the devicc, it is shown that the prismatic form is at least as good as, if 
not somewhat superior lo, the cylindrical form. 

In the actual construction of thin prismatic tubes, manv practical problems will 
arise, the most important being the mechanical strength and stablity of the structure. 
But the changeover from the conventional cylindrical to the new prirmaiic form, 
with its basic advantages, is a development that merits close attention. 

The problem of miniaturization of electronic and ionic devices is of great 
interest and importance. These devices will be unable to stand con~petition with 
semi-conductors, without considerable decrease in their size, because one of the 
major reasons for the prefererice shown to semi-conductors is their miniature size. 
It turns out further that the miniaturization of the device has an important 
bearing on its vacuum properties.5 One may decrease the size of the cathode ;" 
while this aspect presents a very important problem, there are others also which 
require attention, namely decrease of the electrode gap, decrease of the gap 
betwen the electrode and the envelope of the device, making the anode of the 
device serve as the envelope of the vacuum vessel, coating the glass wall of the 
vessel with metal so that it acts as the anode, substituting the tube socket by its 
thick glass bottom reducing the dimensions of the electrodes and of the vessel, etc. 
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The value of the anode current per unit volume of the vessel, namely 

l a  amp -- . 
Vves cm' 

be regarded as  the most general criterion governing the efficient use of the 
volume of an electronic or  ionic tube. This ratio may be designated as the 
coefficient of effective use of the tube-volume. If, however, one considers only 
the geometry or the design-shape of the tube, a parameter of less general character 
may be used to study the effective use of the tube volume. The construction- 
quality of the tube may be denoted by the ratio,6 

Vves  
--A = Ka, , 
Scathode 

if we accept the working surface of the cathode, Scathode, as a basis for comparison. 
All possibilities must be explored to make this ratio as small as possible. 

It is quite evident that if the size of the diode and its cathode-current density 
are constant, then the anode-current obtainable from the tube will be bigger if 
the design-parameter of the tube, Kdr is smaller, because then the working surface of 
the cathode will be bigger. One should however pay attention to the limitation 
imposed on the current by space-charge in an electronic diode. In this case, the 
value of the anode current of the diode is determined by the 3/'2-power law, 

where P is one of the main parameters (perveance) of the diode, and its value 
depends on the size and design. There are the following formulas for this 
parameter :- 

for a flat diode, 

for a cylindrical diode having cathode and anode radii large and close to each 
other, and 

PC, - 14.65 x lob6 h (r, pa)^' ( 6 )  

for a cylindrical diode having a small cathode radius and a large anode radius. In 
these formulas, S is the surface area of the anode, r is the distance between the 
cathode and the anode, r, and r ,  are the cathode and the anode radii, h is the 
working length of the cathode and of the anode, and B is a coefficient whose 
value depends on the ratio r,,/r,. In  practice, for the values of r, and r, most often 
used, p = 1. If we take into consideration that (7, - r,) = r, and, for the case 
of the cylindrical diode with a small cathode radius and a large anode radius, 
r , Z  r, we see that 
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I t  would appear, therefore, that in all the cases treated above, the perveancc 
is determined by the two main dimensions : the surface area of the anode and 
the spacing between the cathode and the anode. This shows that, even in the 
case of the electronic diode working under space - charge saturation, a smaller 
value of K, will result in enhanced anode current, corresponding to the increase in 
the cathode surface area. However, in the case of cylindrical diodes, wherein 
Sanodc is not equal to Scathode and P has a value other Lhan unity, the relation 
between the design - parameter and the anode current becomes somewhat 
more complicated. For the flat diode, &ode = Scarbode, and therefore the 
perveance, P, is inversely proportional to K,. 

We shall confine ourselves for the present to the comparison of the design- 
parameters of diodes of different geometrical shapes, for the temperature saturat~on 
condition. The electrostatic capacitances of these various diodes will differ, and 
the relation between the design-parameter and the diode-capacity is also a matter 
of interest. But this question will be trcated separately. It may also be noted 
that the value of the perveance P is inversely proportional to the square of the 
inter-eleclrode spacing. Hence the minimum value of this distance is desirable if 
we wish to have large anode current in a tube working under the space-charge 
saturation condition. 

At present electronic and ionic tubes with thermionic cathodes are madc 
mostly with flat or cylindrical electrode structures and with cylindrical or sphcrical 
(pcar-shaped) envelopes. The last-mentioned is comparatively ram, the most 
commonly used being the cylindrical shape for the envelope. All alternative forms 
must be compared with this form. The flat electrode system used in modern 
electronic and ionic devices with thermionic cathodcs comprises a flat anode and 
a cathode of any shape other than the prismatic one. 

The prismatic shape of the thermionic cathode, especially the thin prismatic 
shape, has considerable advantages over other forms." 

It will be of interest to' compare the prismatic shape of anode and 
envelope with the cylindrical shape. Making the tube envelope serve as the anode 
will facilitate the reduction of the s i ~ e  of the tube. This can be done lor the 
cylindrical form as well as the prismatic. The anode coincides with part of the 
cylindrical envelope in some high frequency power tubes, ignitrons and a few 
others. But no serious attention has been paid to this evidently advantageous 
design feature. Electronic and ionic devices with thermionic cathodes have not 
$0 far been made of thin prismatic shape. This shape is quite new. Making 
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the envelope serve as  the anode in tubes of this shape is z deveioplnent thal 
remains to bc carried out. 

In the first place, it ie essential to compare tubes with cylindrical envelopes 
and electrodes with tubes of prismatic structure. For both types of Lubes, there 
will be two practical cases : the envelope being separate from and encompassing 
the anode, and the envelope serving as the anode. The significant point of thc 
comparison will be the size of the tube. It turns out that tubes based on the 
new prismatic fo rn~  are smaller in size than the most widely used cylindrical 
shaped tubcs. 

Let h denote the height of the electrode system, identical for the cylindrical 
and the prismatic form. The volume enclosed in the tube corresponding to this 
hcight will be called the useful or main volume. There will be additional 
volun~es inside the tube. These will be approximately equal in both forms of 
tubcs, will be kept down to a minimum, and inay be assumed to be of secondary 
importance. These auxiliary volumes are omitted from the comparison. Let dp 

Fro. I 
Prismatic form of tube (flat parallel electrodes). 

Fr ; I1 
Cy l indr~d  form of tube (anode and envelope the same.). 

represent the lhickness of the rectangular prismatic cathode ( ~ i ~ .  I) and let d, be 
the cathode-diameter in the cylindrical tube ( ~ i ~ .  11). The cathode-to-anode 
spacing is taken as r, the same for both lube structures. In order to make these 
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tubes of different geometrical forms equivalent in their electrical parameters, it will 
be necessary to use the same cathode malerial, same operating temperature and 
identical surface areas of emission. If S,, and S,. are the working surface areas of 
the prismatic and cylindrical cathodes, and these are equal, we have 

That is .x &A = 2  Ih, 

We shall now determine the mdin voh~mes for the two cases, assuming that 
the anode coincides with the envelope. For the prismatic design, the volume is 

v , = ( I  + 2 r )  ( d , + 2 r ) h  (1 1) 

For the cylindrical tube, the corresponding volume is 

V , = x / 4 .  ( d , i  2r)'h 

= I/m . (I + x r ) ' h  

Combin~ng equation I I and equation 12a. we obtain 

V,  -= 
( I  -t .x r)" 

V, . x ( 1 - t 2 r ) ( d I , + 2 r )  

Denoting the ratio Ild, as x and the ratio ridn as y, the above equation may be 
re-written as 

Likewise the ratio of volumes may hc arrived at for Lubes in which the 
anode and the envelope are separate, the distance of separation being denoted by 

t.*i.i,prl 

Fro. 111 
Prismatic tub- structure in which anode and envelope are separate 

n.r. For this case, the volume of the prismatic tube ( ~ i ~ .  1J1) will be 

v,= ( I  - 2nr) id,-- 2 r - 2 n r ) h  (15) 
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Fro. IV 
Cyl~ndr~cal tube slructurc in w111ch anode and cnvclope are separate. 

The volume of the cylindrical tube (ITg. 1V) will be 

Then, for the ratio V,;V,, we have 

I n  both cases, the numerical value of v,/v, is an index o f  the superiority 
of one design over the other. It is evident that if we have a short  prisrnatic tube 
(small value of 1 and hence of x), such a design will b c  n o  bettcr than, and may 
be inferior to, the cylindrical form. A fairly large numerical value of the factor xis 
needed to establish, i n a  decisive way. the superiority of the thin prismatic structure 
over the conventional cylindrical fonn. A tube with the prismatic-shaped 
envelopc will be less strong n~echanically against atmospheric pressure than the 
cylindrical tube. Special attention w ~ l l  have to be paid t o  the question of thc 
mechanical strength of the prismatic tube. Therefore the advantage of  this form 
of tube will be substantial only when a large numerical value of the ratio Vc.1V, 
is achieved, which in turn corresponds t o  a large factor x for the prismatic tube. 

We now turn  t o  a study of the design-parameter o f  the t w o  tube-forms. 

3. CALCULATION OF THE DESIGN PARAMETER (&)- 

The parameter K, is calculated below for the main forms and designs of 
electrodes and vessels. The cylindrical and the prismatic structures are the main 
forms considered, whereas the main designs are lubes in which the anode and the 
envelope are one and the same, and tubes i n  which the two are separate. As stated 
already, only the main volumes are considered, namely the volumes of the parts 
of the vessels where the electrodes are situated. 

(a) Tubes in which the wall serve$ as the anode, or the anode ir , fbrmrd b y  u 
metallic coating on the internal walls o f  the vessel 

(i) Tube with flat parallel dectrodes ( ~ i g  1) 

The electrodes can bc made of any flat form, and the parameter K,, will be 
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the same for devices with the same cathode surface arca Scathodc, thickness or 
of cathode d,,, and electrode gap r. In practice, the rectangular form of electrodes 
corresponding to the prismatic shape is convenient. Rectangular, directly heated 

Fro. V 
Form of cathodc (directly heated) fm the prismatic tube 

cdthodes may, for example, have the form shown In Fig V. The anode must be 
placed on both sides of the cathode. Lel us consider as the workmg area only Lhe 
two large opposite surfaces of the cathode structure. Indirectly heated ox~de- 
coated cathodes may also he of the samc form. 

The capac~ty of the vessel is 

The design-parameter of the prismatic tube will then be 

Vves & +  2 r .  cm" of vessel 
8 ,  - 

Scathode 2 cm2 orcathode 
(20) 

(ii) Tube with cylindrical cathode and anode (Fig. 11) 

The working cathode surface-area is 

Scathode = r; d,  h cm5 
The internal volume of the vessel is 

Vvessel = 2 n ( d ,  4 2r)" cm3 

The design-parameter of cylindrical tube is 

(b)  Tubes in which the anode and the envelope are separate. 

(i) Tube with fiat parallel electrodes. 

The prismatic form of the vessel is again a reasonable choice. The cathode 
and the anode are of the same shape as previously considered, and the vessel is a 
prism embracing the anode. (Fip. 111). 
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The internal volume of the vessel is 

Vves = Scathode i ( d ,  +2r t 2nr) 

= Scathode 4 [d, + 2r (I t n)] cm3 (24) 

Then 
Vves d, + 2 r ( 1 i n) cmS K,,# = --- = .- 

Scathode 2 cmP 
(25) 

(ii) Tube with cylindrical electrodes (Fig. IV). 

The working surface of the cathode is 

Scathode = x d, h cma 

The internal volume of the vessel is 

Vves = 2 K (d, + 2  r  -+ 2 nr)% h cm" 

The design-parameter of the tube is 

- & = d c t 2 r ( l  +n),% 
i l c  - 

Scathode 4 4 cm' 

4. COMPARISON OF THE DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THIN PRISMATIC 
AND OF CYLINDRICAL TUBES 

Previously we compared the volumes of cylindrical and any rectangular 
prismatic form of tube structure. The present comparlson will deal with thin pris- 
matic forms of electronic and ionic tubes having thin pr~smatic thermionic 
cathodes. We shall, consider as  working surface of the cathode only the two  
broad faces and neglect the narrow sides. We shall maintain the condition of 
equivalence of the thin prismatic and the cylindrical tubes. 

We will first consider the case where thc envelope acts a s  the anode. 

From the previous section, we have 

"L'. (4 + 2  r)" 
K&fl 2  dc (4 + 2 r )  

(29) 

If the cathode working surfaces are to be equal. 

Sprismatic = 2hl= Scylindrical = li dc h 

whence d, = 2 1/?r (30) 

Substituting this value of d,, and taking once again I=x d, and r = y  d, we 
may write 
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The ratio of the design parameters is a function of x and y. Fig. VI is a 
graphical representation of the behaviour of this ratio, as x is varied, keeping y 
constant. The ratio K , ~ ~ / K , ~ ,  grows, with either increasing x or decreasing x, 

x-+  
Ro. VI 

Graph showing the influence of the factors x and y on the design parameters of tubes 
in which the anode and the envelope coincide (n=O). 

from its minimum value to infinity. From this circumstance, one is apt to 
conclude that there may be two designs of prismatic tubes offering very great 
advantage in volume over the cylindrical tube, namely, one, the thin prismatic 
form with the cathode placed along the length of the envelope, resulting in a large 
value of x=l /d ,  (Fig. I), and, two, the thin prismatic form with the cathode 
placed across the envelope as shown in Fig VII, resulting in a small value of x. 
But it is to be borne in mind that, for small values of x, the expression derived 
above for K ~ , / K ~ ,  is incorrect as we have ignored the side gaps between the 
anode and the cathode. If we take these gaps into account, for small values 
of x, the ratio Kc~,/K~,+ is close to or less than unity. In respect of volume, 
the type of thin prismatic form evidently offers no advantage over the cylindrical 
form. In respect of mechanical strength, it will be inferior. On the other hand, 
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in the case of the first type, the volume of the tube may be made many times less 
than the volume of the equivalent cylindrical tube. 

CATHODE 

ANODE 

Frc. VII 
Cross section of an alternative form of prismatic tube. 

We will now compare the design parameters of cylindrical and prismatic 
tubes having separate anodes dnd envelopes. In this case, 

K,, [rl, t 2r(l + n ) y  -- - 
Kd, 2d,[dp + 2r(l + n)]  

x - 3  
FIG. VIII 

Graph showing the influence of the factors x and y on the design parameters of tubes 
in which the anode and the envelope are separate (n= 1). 
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Making the substitutions, d0r21/m,  I=x d,, r = y  d,, we have 

If we take n= 1, the ratio of the design parameters is 

The curves of (c,/K~,)~=I, for three values of y are plotted in Fig. VIII. 
These show, that, with the thin longitudinal prismatic design, a large increase in 
K ~ , / K ~ ~ ,  may be realised through a large increase in x. Also a decrease in the 
value of y, which signifies a decrease in the inter electrode gap, makes for a 
better design. 

The formulas for KdO/Kdp. set forth above give somewhat exaggerated values 
of this ratio. Formulas wh~ch allow for the side-gap between the cathode and 
the anode, in the case of tubes in which the anode and the envelope coincide, 
and for the space between the narrow end sides of the cathode and the envelope, 
in the case of tubes in which the anode and the envelope are apart, will be more 
accurate. The ratios of volumes derived in Section 2, include these side-gaps. 
If the cathode working surfaces are equal in area (s, = s,), then 

In assessing the relative merits of the tube-forms, the ratios of volumes previously 
set forth may be taken into account. 

In equation (18) giving the ratio of volumes v,/G , taking n = 1 and y = 1, as 
x assumes values from 100 to 1000, the ratio of volumes ranges from 7 to 64. 
Numerical values of x ranging to 1000 are quite practical. For instance, one 
may have cathode-thickness, d, = 0.1 mm. and cathode length, I - 100 mm. making 
x - Z/dp = 1000. 

Even if no approximations are made with regard to the volumes, the 
advantage with regard to over-all size, of the prismatic form is unmistakable. It 
should be regarded as quite feasible to have a prismatic tube occupying only one- 
tenth of the volume of an equivalent cylindrical tube. In the actual designing of 
the tube, the problem of overheating may arise, but it is probable that this can be 
solved without any undue lowering in (v,/v,). 

5 .  COMPARISON OF THE VACWM PROPERTIER OF THE CYLINDRICAL 
AND THIN PRISMATIC TUBE FORMS 

In this section the two tube forms are comgared, in respect of their Vacuum 
moduli, the internal volume occupied by residual gases, the evolution of gases in the 
internal space and the diffusion of gases into the tube from the outside atmosphere. 
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(a) Vacuum Moduli 

~t has been previously emphasized5 that the vacuum modulus ( K J  and the 
relative grade of vacuum ( h l r )  have an inverse dependence on the in(erelec. 
tro& gap ('1, and that it is desirable LO keep r as small as possible. ~h~ 
minimum value of' r may be selected almost independently of the actual geometri- 
cal form of the tube. I n  other words, the same small value o f  r is possible 
equally for the cylindrical and the thin prismatic tubc forms. The relative grade 
of vacuum and the vacuum modulus attainable are abotit the same in both cases. 

(b) Volume occupied by residual gases 

For tubes equivalent in their electrical parameters -those with the smaller 
internal free volunle will possess better vacuum properties, as the harmful effect of 
residual gases is reduced. In the comparison made below, only the volumes 
required to house the electrode systems inside the tube envelopes are considered, 
the additional volumes inside being ignored on  the assumption that  such volumes 
will be small and approximately equal for equivalent tubes of the two different 
geometrical forms. 

For the prismatic tube (Fig. 111) the free part of the main volume is 

Far the cylindrical tube (Fig. Iv), the corresponding volunie is 

The ratio of the free volumes is 

From the equality of cathode working surfaces (d,-2lj?r), and assuming 
1 = x d, and r = y dL,, the ratlo becomes 

For numerical value? of x in the region of tens and hundreds, the ratio of free 
volumes vCf/vvf attains values closcly t o  unity, whether n- 0 o r  n$O. 
The conclusion is that the two tube forms are approximately the same, so  far a s  
the main volumes occupied by residual gases are concerned. 
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(c) Internal evolufion of gases 

~t is assumed that the materials of the anode, the envelope and other parts 
of the tube are the same, as also the working temperature of the two tubes. ~t 
is further assumed that the volume of the evolved gas is proportional to the area 
of the evolving surface and that the rates of evolution are the same. ? '  

" 
For the cylindrical form with separate anode and envelope, the gas-evolving 

surfaces of interest are : 

and Fc(enveIopej = ?rh(dc + 2nr + 27) + 4 2n(d ,  + 2,. + 2nr)" 

The corresponding gas-evolving surfaces for the prismatic form are 

and Fp(envelope) = 2h(l+ 2r) + 2h(dp + 2r + 2nr) + 2(1 -t 2r) (dp + 2r + 2nr) 

= 2dp {h [x  4- 1 + zy(2 + n)] + dp(x  - 1 -  2y)[ l  + 2y(1 + n) ] )  (45) 

If a comparison is made of the gas evolving surfaces of thc cathodes, we have 

if h = g d ,  and gzx. Accordingly the prismatic cathod3 has a gas-evolving 
surface area approximately 2.5 times smdler than the cylindrical cathode. 

The ratio of the gas-evolving surface areas of the anodes is 

which approximates to unity, for large values of X .  

The ratio of the gas-evolving surface-areas of the envelopes, assuming 
h = g d,  = 1 = x dl,, becomes 
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~ i ~ .  PX shows how this ralio varies with x and y. It is higher than unity by 
10 - 30 % for values of x in the order of tens and higher. 

RG. IX X "  
Graph showing the influence of the factors x and y on the ratio F,,,,rofi,/Fp~,,,,,,,, , (n=l) 

From the standpoint of the internal gas evolving surfaces, the prismatic 
form possesses some advantage over the cylindrical form. 

(d) D~@tsion of gases into the tubes 

The diffusion of geses will be dependent on the surface area of the envelope 
of the tube. The ratio of the envelope surface-areas of the equivalent prismatic 
and cylindrical tubes has been obtained already. For large values of x,  in the 
range 100 and upwards, the surface area of the cylindrical envelope will be 
20 - 30 % larger than that of the prismatic envelope. Accordingly the diffusion 
of gases into the cylindrical tube will be more. 

The conclusion is that, from a consideration of the main vacuum properties, 
the thin prismatic tube is approximately equal, if not somewhat superior, to the 
equivalent cylindrical tube. 

In the light of the foregoing considerations, it follows that the thin flat 
prismatic structure should get precedence over the cylindrical form. The smaller 
the thickness of such a tube, the smaller will be the magnitude of the design 
parameter Ka. The flat prismatic form brings about a considerable reduction in 
the volume of the tube. The decrease in size will reduce the evolution of 
residual gases. There will also be considerable saving in materials. The 
technology of production, will, in all probability, be simplified and automatized. 
There is no doubt that the flat prismatic tube will be cheaper to produce. This 
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form, with its compactness, will be more convenient to  use In many applications, 
There are thus many reasons why there should be a transrtion from the produc. 
tion of cylindrical tubes with thermionic cathodes t o  that of prismatic tubes, 
But there is a lot of conservatism that hampers this process, because the cylindrical 
form is more conventional and has been in use for many years. There may be 
unexpected difficulties, even major ones, in the realisalion of this process. one 
hurdle to be crowed is the problem of the mechanical strength. against atmos- 
pheric pressure, of the flat prlsmatlc vessel. SO far as  this point is Concerned, 
the cylindrical form is evidently advantageous. In  the case of prismatic structure, 
it will be'necessary t o  reinforce the vessel with internal or  external fins or some 
other means, in order to secure some rigidity. But these difficulties must be over- 
come, as the perspective of transition, from the cylindrical to  the prismatic 
form of various electronic and ionic tubes with thermionic cathodes, is a very 
attractive one. 
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